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THE TECHNICAL APPLICATION OF MICROORGANISMS TO AGRICULTURE

Out of a period extending over several centuries, there were developed many scientific and unclassified forces which gradually but with positive progress focused in the person of Pasteur. They were often indefinite, possibly crude, and not infrequently speculative. In the mind of Pasteur they were digested, assimilated, reconstructed and confirmed, reissuing from him in an harmonious whole. When they emerged they possessed tangible form as directive principles founded upon actual demonstration and specific knowledge.

Fermentation, the great fundamental work of Pasteur, came from his hand with new life and singular pertinency. The vitalistic element advanced by him and founded so thoroughly upon experimental data fresh from his efforts became the pilot. While perhaps in error regarding details, the general truths have stood the tests of time. Pasteur's fermentation has put into the hands of every scientist, whether in the field of plants or animals, physics or chemistry, a truly basic working policy. If extended and modified, moreover, it may furnish the most satisfactory theory for explaining the relationship of many microorganisms to disease, not as the only agent, but one of several.

The comprehensive and basic ideas contained in fermentation permeate every province of practical life, and none to a
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